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DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF SURFACES 
Abois ŠvEc, Brno 
(Received May 5, 1987) 
In the recent years, there has been new interest in the study of submanifolds of 
affine spaces; see [1]. Nevertheless, only some invariants in the equiaffine theory 
have been considered and there are few papers in the general affine and projective 
geometries. The present paper is devoted to the systematic study of invariants of 
surfaces in 3-dimensional spaces. There is just one global theorem which is very ge-
neral; one may, of course, prove better results under more special suppositions — 
s e e [ 5 ] - [ 9 ] . 
1. Hyperbolic surfaces in ^ q . C o n s i d e r a hyperbolic surface n in the equiaffine 
3-space y4eq. To each point m є % (in a neighborhood of a fixed point m0 є тг) 
let us associate a frame {m; vu v2, v3) such that 
(1-1) [vl9v29v3} = 1 ; 
vl9 v2 determine the asymptotic directions and we may write 
(1.2) dm = тіѵ1 + x2v2 ; dvl = x\v1 + x\v2 + x2u3 , 
dv2 = ъ2Ѵ\ + ?2v2 + %Хѵъ > dt>3 — т з у і + Tìv2 + х\ѵъ • 
From ( l . l ) we get 
(1.3) TÌ + x2 + x33 = 0 , 
and we have the usual integrability conditions 
(1.4) dxl = xJ л x), dx{ = x\ л x{ 
with 
(1.5) т 3 = 0 ; т ? = т 2 , T̂  = T1 . 
Let {m; vu v2, v3} be another such field of associated frames; we have 
(1.6) vx = ocilv1 , v2 = oc22v2 , v3 = cc31v1 + cc32v2 4- ot33v3 ; 
(1.7) «цО^азз = l * 
Here we suppose л: to be oriented; otherwise, we have to consider also the changes 
(l.6') #i = oc12v2, v2 = oi2lvu etc. From (1.2^ and (1.2j) we get 
dm = x1vi + x2v2 = т1ѵ1 + x2v2 , 
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i.e., 
(1.8) т1 = a^f1 , т2 - a22f2 . 
Further, using (1.2) and (l.2) we have 
аѵ± = àali.vi + ctli(x\v1 + x]v2 + т2ѵ3) = 
= * 1 « Ц » 1 + * l « 2 2 ü 2 + ^ 3 1 ^ 1 + <*32^2 + ^ЗЗ^з ) , 
d î l 2 = d a 2 2 - ^ 2 + ^ 2 2 ^ 2 ^ 1 +
 T2^2 + ^Ѵъ) = 
= *2«11*>1 + ' ^ 2 2 ^ 2 + ^ Ч а 3 1 ^ 1 + «32^2 + ^ЗЗ^з ) , 
i.e., 
(1.9) d a n + «n*î = а п т ї + a3íf2 , а и т ? - a22f2 + а32т2 , alxx2 = a33f2 , 
a22^2 = a n ^ 2 + ^3i^1 > da2 2 + а22т2 = a22T2 + a32xl , а22тх = асъът1 . 
From (1.8) and (1.93>6) we get осц&22 = $зз, i.e., 
(1.10) аіі«22 = азз = e = ± 1 -
The exterior differentiation of(l .5) yields 
(1.11) x\ A T1 + (тї + т2) л x2 - 0 , (т} + x\) л т1 + х\ л т2 = 0 , 
and we have the existence of functions Au ..., AA such that 
(1.12) х\ = Агхг + Л2т2 , x{ + х\ = v42TJ + Л3т2 , х\ - Л3тх + Л4т2 . 
From (1.92>4), tei u s calculate x\ and т2, respectively; inserting them into ( l . l2 j 3) 
and using (1.12) and (1.8), we get 
aTi*2i{Ac1 + A2x2) + аГ/азгТ2 - і ^ ц Т 1 + Л2а22т2 , 
« 2 2 « п № ? 1 + Л ? 2 ) + аГг^зі^1 = ^ з а ц т 1 + Л4а2 2т2 
and 
(1.13) ^ ! = а п 2 а 2 2 1 х , Л2 *= ai"/^2 + ^Ыі^ъі, 
A3 = 0C22 ^ 3 + а 1 1 а 2 2 а 3 1 ? ^ 4 ~ а 1 1 а 2 2 ^ 4 • 
Thus we see that we may specialize the frames in such a way that (1.12) reduce 
simply to 
(1.14) T2 = A,x1 , x\ + x\ = 0 , x\ = Л4т2 , 
andthe admissible changes of the frames reduce to 
( 1 . 1 5 ) V1 = a l j L ^ i , #2 = <*22^2 > #3 = £ y 3 ; «11^22 = Є == ± 1 . 
The differential consequences of ( l . l4) are 
(1.16) (dAi - ЗАгх\) л x1 + т2 л x2 = 0 , 
x\ л T1 + т3 л x2 = 0 , 
т? л T1 + (d^ 4 + ЗЛ4тї) л T2 = 0 , 
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and, using Cartan's lemma once again, we get 
(1.17) dAx - 3A^{ = B^1 + В2т2 , т2 = B2xx + £ 3 т 2 , 
x\ = Б3тх + Б4т2 , dA* + ЗЛЦтЇ = В4т* + Я5т2 . 
The equations (і .91 і 2 ,4 ,5) reduce to 
(1.18) d a u + axix\ = a u f { , а п т ? = а22т? , 
а22т2 = а п т і , da2 2 + а22т2 == а22т2 ; 
fro d£3 w e g e t ^з = 0 and 
(1.19) а п тз = а33т^ , а22т3 = а33т§ . 
Inserting into (1.17) and using (1.Í7), we have 
(1.20) Bt = *rf*22B1 , B2 = arfB2 , B3 = eB3 , B4 = а222Б4 , 
B5 = cctlcc22B5 . 
Lemma 1.1. Consider a hyperbolic surface n c yteq. Locally, we may associate 
to itframes {m; vu v2, v3} such that we have (1.1) and (1.2) with (l.3) + (1.5) + 
+ (1.14) + (1.17). / / {m; vl9 v2, v3) is anotherfield offrames with the same pro­
perties, we have (1.15) and 
I3 : = BXB5 = BXB5, 
eB22B5 . 
(1.21) 
(1.22) h: = 







єВ3 , I2 : 
:=B,Bl= 
:= AXA± = BÄXÄA, 
= B2BA = B2B4 , I3 
гВхВ4 , 75 := B2B5 
dS2 : = 2 T 4 2 
dS2 = є dS2 . 
This lemma determines a set of equiaffine invariants of the 4th order of our 
surfaces. The form dS 2 from (1.23) induces an invariant (up to the sign) hyperbolic 
metric on я. Let us calculate its Gauss curvature. We are going to use the following 
assertion: let dI2 be a hyperbolic 2-dimensional metric, and let us write dI2 = oxo2\ 
then there is exactly one l-form o such that da1 = a1 л a, da2 = о л o2, and the 
Gauss curvature x is given by da = ^xa1 л а 2 . In our case a1 = ^f2.x1, a2 = 
= ^]2.x2, о = x\, and we get 
(1.25) x = AXA4 - B3 = I - / i . 
This equation may be called the theorema egregium. 
2. Comparison with Blaschke's notation. Let our surface be given (locally) by 
m = m(w, v), u and v being asymptotic parameters. According to [2], equation (119) 
on p. 122, we have 
(2.1) F2 = (mM, mV9 muv) ; 
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we take F > 0 (here we write m instead of x). Then the equations [2] (2) on p. 
132 read 
(2.2) Fmuu = Fumu + Amv, Fmvv - Dmu + Fvmv. 
Take the frames 
(2.3) vt = F~^2mu, v2 = F~ll2mv, »3 = F " ^ . , , . 
Then we have (1.1) and 
(2.4) dm = Tlv1 + т2у2 , 
dü1 = iF-V*(F.t
1 - Fvx
2)vx + F ~
3 / 2 ^ 4 + z2v3 , 
d^2 = p^^Dx4, - i F -
3 / 2 ^ 1 - Ftr
2).ü2 + t S , 
d^3 = F~3{(^D + FFMy - F ^ ) x
1 + FD„T2} vx + 
+ F-3{F^UT
1 + (AD + FFMI, - FUFV) т2} ü2 
with 
(2.5) т1 = F1 / 2 du , т2 = F1 /2 d^ . 
Comparing with (L14) and (l.l7), we get 
(2.6) A± =F~3/2A, A2 = F-^D; 
(2.7) Bi = F-\FAH - 3FUA) = F(F~^4)M, Я2 = F " 2 ^ , 
B3 = F%AD + FFHy - FUFV) , Б4 = F"2DW , 
Б5 = F-3(FDy - 3F,D) = F(F-3D),. 
Thus the Pick invariant I (l.21) equals to 
(2.8) / = F~3AD; 
comparewith [2] (4) on p. 132 or [2] (c3^ on p. 164. Blaschke's curvatures Я and K 
are then 
(2.9) Я = - Б з , К - В 2 ~ Б 2 Я 4 ; 
see [2] (c33), p. 164. The invariant form [2] (1), p. 131, is exactly our form (l.23). 
Notice: the theorema egregium (l.25) is x = / + Я (writing x instead of Blaschke's 
S; see [2] (5), p. 132). 
Let us determine the equation of the Lie quadric. In the local coordinates 
(X', T, Z') given by P = m + X!mu + Y'mv + Z'F^1muv (see [2] (48) on p. 222 
anď(22) on p. 132), the equation ofthe Lie quadric is 
(2.10) HZ'2 - 2Z' + 2FX'Y' = 0 ; 
see [2] (49) on p. 223. From (2.3) we have 
(2.11) P = m + X'Fmvl + Y'Fll2v2 + Z'v3 . 
Thus we easily get 
Lemma 2.1. To the hyperbolic surface n cz A*q let us associate afield offrames: 
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{m; vu v2, v3} as described in Lemma 1.1. At afixed point m0, introduce the local 
coordinates (X, Y, Z) by 
(2.12) P = m0 + Xvx + Yv2 + Zv3 ; vt = ^(m0) . 
Then the Lie quadric is the quadric given by 
(2.13) 2(Z - XY) + B3Z2 = 0 . 
3. Hyperbolic surfaces in A3. To each point m є % с Л3 let us associate a frame 
{m; ül9 u2, v3} such that we have (1.2). Of course, (l.l) does not hold, and we cannot 
use (1.3). Thus we use the equations (l.5) as our starting point; let us write them once 
again: 
(3.1) т3 = 0 ; т* = х2 , rl = T1. 
The differential consequences are 
(3.2) x\ A x1 + i(x} + x\ - ті) л x2 = 0 , 
i(x{ + x\ - т | ) Л T1 + x\ A Xі = 0 , 
and we get the existence of functions Al9..., A4 such that 
(3.3) x\ = A,x1 + A2x2 , ті + x\ - T̂  = 2(A^1 + A3x2) , 
^2 = A3X ~r ^L4^ 
The admissible changes of the frames are 
(3.4) vx = a11v1 , v2 = a22t;2 , £3 = a3 1^ + a32ü2 + a33ü3 . 
We have 
(3.5) dm = т 1 ^ + x2v2 = f1a11t;1 + x2ot22v2 , 
d^! = da^.t?! + ocil(x{v1 + x\v2 + x2v3) = 
= f { a n ^ + T?a22ü2 + т2(а31^ + a32u2 + a33v3) , 
dv2 = da22.v2 + а22(т2^! + т2^2 + т1^) = 
= т^ац»! + т2а22и2 + т^аз^ і + a32t>2 + oc33v3) , 
du3 = da31.t;1 + da32.^2 4- áa33.v3 + ot3í(x\ví + т2и2 + x2v3) + 
+ a32(*2^1 + x22v2 + т^з) + а33(т3^ + x\v2 + т^з) = 
= *За11*>1 + *За22^2 + ? з ( а з Л + a32^2 + «33%) • 
From (3.5) and the terms at v3 in (3.52>3) we obtain 
(3.6) x1 = оСці1 , x2 = а22т2 
and ocllx2 = а33т2, а22т* = oc33xí. This implies 
(3.7) a33 = ana22. 
Using (3.3) and (3.3), we get 
(3.8) At = QC11Ot22^l , Á2 = QtiiA2 + diiOi22^32 r 
A3 = CC22A3 + 0fo*Ai2*31 »
 A* = а11а222^4 * 
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We see that we may choose the frames in such a way that 
(3.9) %\ = A,x1 , x\ + т2 - x\ = 0 , x\ = A±x2 , 
and the admissible changes of the frames are then 
(3.10) v1 = йц»! , S2 = a22v2 , i3 = 0С33У3 ; a33 = a n a 2 2 
The differential consequences of (3.9) are 
(3.11) {dAx + Лх(т2 - 2т})} л і1 + т2 л x2 = 0 , 
т3 л і1 + T3 л T2 = 0 , 
T3- л T1 + {d^4 + A^(x{ - 2т2)} л T2 = 0 , 
and we have 
(3.12) dv4> + А%(т22 - 2x[) = J^T1 + Б2т2 , 
т2 = Б2т1 + Б3т2 , x\ = Б3Т1 + Б4т2 , 
dA4 + A4(x{ - 2т2) = Б4т* + Б5т2 . 
Because of 0C31 = 0c32 = 0, the equations (3.5) yield 
(3.13) a-l*l т2 _ -1-2 а22 т3 ? т3 — а11 т3 ? 
Т1 ~ Т1 ~" а11 d<*ll 5 T2 ~ ^2 ~" а22 ^ а22 1 
using (3.12) and (3.Í2) we get 
(3.14) Вх = а ^ а ^ і , Б2 = а ^ Б , , Б3 = а^Въ , 
Б4 = aJ2254 , Б5 = a^a^jgg , 
and we have 
(3.15) тЧ2 = аззт1!2 ; / = а;3Ч , h = *n% > 
h = *ъІ~І2 , h = <*з~з% > 4̂ = аз"з3^4, /5 = ^fh 1 
for the definition ofI, Ia see (l.21) + (l.22). 
Thus we get the following 
Lemma 3.1. Consider a hyperbolic surface n c A3. Locally, we may associate 
to it frames {m;v1,v2,v3} such that we have (1.2) with (3.1) + (3.9) + (3.12). 
I / {ra; vx, v2, V3} is another set offrames with the same properties, we have (3.10) 
and(3.8 l j4) + (3.14). 
.Eliminating ocll5a22 from (3.81>4) + (3.14), we get all affine invariants up to 
order 4 of our surface. In particular, we obtain 
Proposition 3.1. The forms 
(3.16) / dS2, I, dS2, I2(dS2)2, I3(dS2)2, U{dS2)\ I5(dS2f 
are not only equiaffine but also affine invariants ofour surface n. 
4. Hyperbolic surfaces in P3. In the projective space, our frames consist from four 
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analytic points [m0 = m, mu m2, m3} such that 
(4.1) [m0, ml9 m2, m3] = 1 , 
and we have 
(4.2) dm. = xßamß; a,j8... = 0 , . . . , 3 ; 
with the integrability conditions 
(4.3) drf = xl л < . 
Let the frames be chosen in such a way that the straight lines {m0, mJ , {m0, m2} 
are the asymptotic tangents. Writing, as usual, 
(4.4) ^ : = r J , x2:=x2, 
(4.1) implies 
(4.5) x°0 + x\ + x\ + т̂  = 0 
and we have the equations 
(4.6) т* = 0 ; T? = x2 , x\ = T1 
as our starting point. 
The differential consequences are 
(4.7) x\ л x1 + (x\ + x22) л x2 = 0 , (x{ + xl) A x1 + xl A x2 = 0 , 
and it is possible to show that we may choose the frames in such a way that 
(4.8) xl = A^x1 , x\ + x\ = 0 , x\ = AAx2 . 
The exterior differentiation yields the relations 
(4.9) {аАх + Аг(хІ - Ъх\)} A x1 + (x\ - т?) л x2 = 0 , 
{х2ъ - xl) A x1 + (т3 - т°) л т2 = 0 , 
(т3 - х°2) A x1 + {dA4 + А4(х°0 + ЗтІ)} л x2 = 0 
and the existence of functions Bu ..., B5 such that 
(4.10) dAx + A^x% - Ъх\) = B^1 + Б2т2 , 
x\ - то = Б ^ 1 + Въх2 , т̂  - x°2 = B2xl + B4x2 , 
dA4 + A4(x°0 + 3x{) = B*r1 + Б5т2 . 
Let {m0, ml5 m2, m3} be another frame satisfyingthe equations (4.6) + (4.8) + 
+ (4.10). Then 
(4.11) m0 = a00m0 , mí = a lcm0 + ^ ^ , ra2 = a20ra0 + a22m2 , 
m3 = a30m0 + а^Ші + a32m2 + a33m3 
with 
(4.12) ^00^11^22^33 = 1 • 
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From 
dm0 = da 0 0 .m 0 + oc0o(Tomo + %xrn1 + т 2 т 2 ) = 
= f^a00m0 + ^(a^nto + осцтп^ + т2(ос20т0 + ct22m2) 
we get 
(4.13) т1 = аоо^цТ1 , т2 = а^а22х2 ; 
(4.14) da0 0 + а00?о = аоо?о + <*io?1 + а2о?2 -
Further, 
àmt = da 1 0 .m 0 + áccíí.rní + а1 0(то то + т1ті + т 2 т 2 ) + 
4- ос1г(т°т0 + т^т-! + т 2 т 2 + т 2 т 3 ) = 
= т?а 0 0 т 0 + fJ(a10m0 + cc^m^ + т2(а2о™о + oc22m2) + 
+ f(a30m0 + &Ъ\ті + d32m2 + азз™з) > 
dm2 — d6620.m0 + da 2 2 .m 2 + ^2о(Тото + ^1m1 + т 2 т 2 ) + 
+ а 2 2 ( т 2 т 0 + т\т1 4- Т2т2 + т 1 т 3 ) = 
= foaoom0 + Т2(а1 0т0 + сСцШ^ + Т2(а20т0 + ot22m2) + 
+ ^(азоШо + cc31ml + a3 2m2 + a33m3) , 
árh3 — da 3 0 .m 0 + da3l.m1 + da 3 2 .m 2 + da 3 3 .m 3 + 
+ а3 0(тот0 + x1m1 + т 2 т 2 ) + а 3 і (т?т 0 + т\ті + т 2 т 2 + т 2 т 3 ) 
+ а 3 2 ( т 2 т с + х\тх + т 2 т 2 + т 1 т 3 ) + 
+ азз(тз то + ? з т і + Т з т 2 + ? з т з ) = 
- Тза 0 0 т 0 + Тз(а1 0т0 + cctlmx) + f2(a20m0 + cc22m2) + 
+ ?з(<*30™0 + ЯзіГПі + « 3 2 ^ 2 + <*ЗЗ^з) • 
Comparing the terms at m3 in dml and dm2 , we get 
(4.15) a l t T 2 = a22f2 , a22T1 = a33f1 ; 
(4.15)and(4.13)imply 
аооазз = а и а 2 2 and, because of(4.12), 
(4.16) а00а3з = a1]La22 = є = ± 1 . 
Comparing the terms at m2 in dmx and at m1 in dm2 , we get (using (4.13) and 
aiO<Xo0^22?2 + *llAl*00*1 = <X22^1?1 + а 3 2 ^ 2 , 
а 2 0 а 0 0 а 1 1 Т ~̂~ а 2 2 ^ - 4 а 0 0 Т = Яц^Т + a31T ? 
i.e., 
(4.17) Лх = а00аГі2а22Л , ^U = аооаііа222^4 ; 
(4.18J а31 == 0Coo а і і а 2о ? аз2 = а оо а 22 а ю • 
Comparing the remaining coefficients in dm l 5 dm2) dm3 we get 
(4.19) a ^ t 1 + da l x + oíílx\ = ax lf{ + a31f2 , 
+ da2 2 + а22т? = a22f5 + a3 a 2 0 t ~r илл22 ~f ^ 2 2 c 2 ~ ^22**2 *1" a 3 2 
da31 + азоТ1 + а31т^ + а32т2 + а33т^ ll*-3 Т ^31с3 > 
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da3 2 + <*3o*2 + «зі?2. + a32^2 + азз?з = а22^з + аз2*з > 
da3 3 + ot31x2 4- а ^ т 1 + <X33T3 = a33T3 , 
da1 0 + aÍOx°0 + а и т ? « а00?? + ^ю^І + а2о^і + азо*2 , 
da20 + а20То + а22т2 = а00?2 + аю?2 + <*2ô 2 + а з о ^ • 
Using these relations and taking into account (4.18) and (4.17), we get 
(4.20) Bx = ао0аГі3а22^і + 4а00аГ13а22а1011 , B2 = с%0сс^Ё2 - 2ос00а^а20АІ9 
B4 = сс10сс2іВ4 - 2cc00a222oci0Ä4, B5 = а50апа2"23Б5 + 4а00аца223а2о^4. 
from (4.101 4) and (4.101>4). Introduce the functions 
(4.21) Cj := A^B, 4- 2 ^ t B 4 , C2 := Л ^ 4- 2Л4В2 ; 
then 
(4.22j Cĵ  = #ооаіі cc22 Cj_ , C2 = оСооаи а22 C2 , 
and we have eliminated a10, a20 from (4.20). 
Lemma 4.1. Consider a hyperbolic surface % c= P 3 . Locally, we may associate 
to itframes {m = ra0, m1? m2, m3} sucft that we have (4.1) and (4.2) with (4.5) 4-
+ (4.6) + (4.8). The admissible changes oftheframes are then (4.11) with (4.16) 4-
+ (4.18). 
Proposition 4.1. The forms 
(4.23) I d S 2 , C,(x'fx2, C2x\x2)2 
are not only affine but also projective invariants ofour surface. We get the projective 
scalar invariants up to order 4 by eliminating a00> a n from 
(4.24) Ax = еа00аГі3лГі , A4 = a < ^ a ^ 4 , C^ = е а ^ а ^ 1 ^ , C2 = а ^ 0 а ц С 2 . 
It is known that the area element Ixx л т2 is a projective invariant; see [2], 
p. 174, Aufgabe 8. 
5. Canonical lines. Consider a hyperbolic surface n <= A%q9 and consider the 
equations (1.5) 4- ( l . l4) 4- (1.17). Let m = m(u,v), u and v being the asymptotic 
parameters, and take (locally) 
(5.1) xl = r àu , T2 = s dt; ; r = r(u, t;) > 0 , s = s(w, г) > 0 . 
From 
(5.2) dT1 = x1 л %\ , dT2 = - т 2 л т} 
we get 
(5.3) т{ = s~x$uàu — r " 1 r u d t ; . 
From (5.1) we obtain 
(5.4) mu = rvx , me = sv2 
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and 
(5.5) muu = (ru + rs'*Su) vl + Axr2v2 , 
mvv = Л 4 Л 1 + (sv + Г " 1 « ^ ) 02 > muv = ™tf 3 
Consequently, 
(5.6) muu = (r_1ru 4- s~1stí) mu + Axr2s~xmv, 
mvv = Л4г~~Ѵгам + ( r " 1 ^ + s_1sť) m,,. 
Working in the projective extension of A^q, we have the fundamental equations (5.6) 
in the form 
(5.7) muu = Ѳити + ßmv + p l t m , mťu = ymu + 0ťm„ + p22m ; 
compare with [4] (Ibis) on p. 90. Thus, in our case, 
(5.8) 0 = log rs , ß = r2s'íAí , y = r~1s2A4 , р1Г - p22 = 0 . 
From [4] (103) on p. 93 we have 
(5.9) a12 = rs. 
According to [4], § 27 on p. 155, the canonical line with the parameter X (in the case 
ßy Ф 0!) is the straight line through the points m and 
(5.10) ' muv + І № ^ m„ + i t o g e ^ \ + 
2 \ dv ôu ) 
, /5 log ß2y 5 log j3y2 
+ Я 5 ^ ^ mu + ^ - m, 
\ dv ôu 
by 3 logf|du we simply mean/"1/,,, etc. Using (5.8) + (5.9), we easily prove 
Lemma 5.1. Let n czAlq
 oe a hyperbolic surface. Then its canonical line nÀ with 
the parameter X (if it existsl) is determined by the point m and the vector 
(5.11) vx := lv3 + i{(AxBs + A4B2) v, + (AXB4 + A4BX) v2} + k(C2v1 + Cxv2). 
The line nx is a projective invariant of our surface. 
From(l.l7), 
(5.12) d/ = (AXB4 + A4B2) T
1 + (AXB5 + A4B2) т2 . 
Thus the line n0 is determined by the vector v3 if and only if àJ = 0. Because v3 
determines the direction ofthe (equi)affine normal of n, we have re-proved the known 
assertion: the (equi)affmenormal coincides with the projective Fubini normal at 
each point of % if and only if I = const, on n. See also [3], p. 111, Aufgabe 3. 
Let us suppose I Ф 0 on 7i. Then, see (4.24), 
(5.13) Kx:=Aï5A4*C3%9 К2:=А^А45СЪ2 
are the fundamental projective invariants of the 4th order of our surface. Using 
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Blaschke's notation (2.2) and (2.8), we easily see that 
™ *-M*iW-*-M*&}'-
In the Fubini-Čech notation (5.7) we have 
(5.i5) Kt = rV40<>gj8y2),,}3, к2 = rV4(iog02?).}3, 
and we see that Kt and K2 are even invariants with respect to the projective deforma­
tions of our surface. 
6. Elliptic surfaces in A%q. Let n a Alq be an elliptic surface. To each point m e n 
let us associate a frame {m; el9 e2, e3) such that 
(6.1) [el9 e2, e3] = 1 , 
and we have the fundamental equations 
(6.2) dm = co1vi + co2v2 , det — со\е3 
with the usual integrability conditions and the condition 
(6.3) co\ + œ22 + a>l = 0 ; 
compare with ( l . l ) - (1 .4 ) . It is easy to see to see that the frames may be chosen in 
such a way that 
(6.4) co3 = 0 ; cof = o)1 , a>l = co2 . 
The differential consequences are 
(6.5) (2co{ - col) л ^ 1 + (col + сої) A co2 = 0 , 
(col + 0>2) л ^ 1 + (2c°2 - c03) л co2 = 0 , 
and we get the existence of functions al9.... a4 such that 
(6.6) 2ct>J — col = a^co1 + a2co2 , c02 + a>2 = a2cox + я3со2 , 
2a>2 — co3 = fl3u)1 + a4c02 . 
Let {m; et, e2, e3} be another field of frames associated to our surface, let us 
suppose that it satisfies the equations (6. l )-(6.4) and 
(6.7) et = a11e1 + a12e2 , e2 = a2 i^i + ^22^2 » ёъ = ^зі^і + ^32^2 + ^зз^з 
with 
(6 8) (fliiU22 - fll2^2l) <*33 = 1 • 
We have 
(6.9) dm = ш 1 ^ + w2e2 = co1(aíleí + aí2e2) + co2(fl2i^i + #22^2) ? 
i.e., 
(6.10) CO1 = б ц Й 1 + 2̂1<U2 » ^ 2 =* ofl2^1 + 6f22tò2 • 
Further, 
(6.11) àëx = (лцЮ1 + a12co2)e3 = œ1a33e3 , 
de2 ч (tf2i&>1 + ß22co2) ^з s co2a33e3 (mod e1? ß2) 
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and, by virtue of (6.10), 
(6.12) a\x + a\2 = 02i + a\i = аъъ > ^u^2i + ^12^22 = 0 • 
Thus a33 > 0, and there is a function q> such that 
(6.13) alx = y/a33.cos q>, a12 = - V^33-sin Ф , 
a2l=8y/a33.smq>9 a22 — s^/a33.cosq); e = + l . 
Inserting into (6.8) we get ea33 = 1, i.e., 
(6.14) з = 1 , a33 - 1 . 
After elementary calculations (comparing the terms at e^ in det), we get 
(6.15) cos2 q>.a>{ — sin q> cos 4>.(co2 + <#i) + sin2 q>.co22 = 
= œ\ + (я31 cos ^ — a32 sin ф) ш1 , 
- — dç> + sin q> cos >̂.(u>{ — u>2) — sin2 <p.a4 + cos2 c.a>l = 
= cò2 + (я31 sin #> + a32 cos ç) œ1 , 
d̂ > + sin q> cos c>.(coJ — œ2) 4- cos2 9.0)2 — sin2 q>.cof = 
= Ш2 + 0*31 C O S Ф ~~ ö 3 2 S Í n <P) ^ 2 > 
sin2 q>. œ\ + sin q> cos 9. [œ\ + co2) + cos2 q>. a>2 = 
= c52 + ( a 3 i s m Ф + a 32 c o s <P) &2 9 
a31(cos ç.cô1 + sin q>.co2) + tf32( — sin $>.co1 + cos cp.ö2) + co3 = co3 . 
Considering the analogous equations (6.6), we finally get 
(6.16) #i + a3 = cos q>{ax + a3) — sin q>(a2 + a4) — 4(a31 cos ф — a32 sin ç) ? 
ö2 + ä4 = sin ф(ах + д3) + cos ф(а2 + a4) — 4(a31 sin ф + a32 со&ф). 
Hence we have 
Lemma 6.1. Let n c Alq be an elliptic surface. Locally, we may associate to it 
frames {m; eu e29 e3} such that we have (6.1) and (6.2) with (6.3,) (6.4) and 
(6.17) 2co{ — col ~ -^3&>1 + a2a>2 , œ\ + œ\ = а2а^ + а3ш2 , 
2o>2 — cû\ = a3wx — a2œ2 . 
/ / {m; el9 e25 ^3}
 í5 anotherfield offrames with the same properties, we have 
(6.18) ex = cos q>.ex — sin q>.e2 , e2 = sin ф . ^ + cos ф.е2 , e3 = e3 . 
Thus the straight line rc = {m + te3; re R} is an equiaffine invariant of our 
surface; let us call it the equiaffine normal of n. Further, the equations (6.10) read 
(6.19) col = cos q>.co1 + sin q>.œ2 , œ1 = —sin ç.œ1 + cos c>.c52 , 
and the form 
(6.20) d^:=(a>1)2 + (co2)2 
is the invariant equiaffine metric of n. Using (6.18), i.e., a31 = a32 = 0, the equa-
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tions (6.25) yield 
(6.21) ä2 = cos 3ç.a2 — sin 3ç.a3 , a3* = sin 3cp.a2 + cos 3<p.a3 , 
i.e., 
(6.22) ä\ + ä\ = a\ + a\ . 
The equiaffine invariant 
(6.23) J : = i ( ^ 2 + al) 
is called the Pick invariant. 
Define 
<6.24) co:=i(coJ-c<4); 
the equations (6.17) and (6.3) yield 
(6.25) co\ — ^{a2co
l + a3co
2) + co , co\ = i(i^co1 + а3ш2) — co , 
co 1 = - o ^ = - i ( a 3 ^
1 - я2ш2) , <*>f = 0 
The differential consequences of (6.17) are 
(6.26) —(da3 + 3a2co — 3co\) л со1 + (da2 — 3a3co + c03) л со2 = 0 , 
(da2 — За3а> + Шз) л со1 + (da3 + 3a2co + c03) л со2 = 0 , 
(da3 + 3a2co + co\) л co1 — (da2 — 3a3co — Зсо2) л со2 = 0 , 
and we get the existence offunctions bl9..., b5 such that 
(6.27) ~da3 — 3a2co + 3co\ = ^co1 + b2co2 , 
da2 — 3a3co + co2 = b2cox + b3co2 , 
àa3 + 3a2co + co\ = b3u>
1 + b4œ
2 , ^з 
»3 -da2 + 3a3co + ЗШ3 = b4c0
1 + b5co2 , 
i.e., 
<6.28) co\ = i(b, + b3) co1 + i(b2 + b4) co2 , 
™l = W>2 + Ь4) Ш1 + i(b3 + bs) CO2 , 
da2 - 3a3co = i(3b2 - b4) co1 + l(3b3 - b5) co2 , 
da3 + За2со = i(3b3 — bx) co1 + -J(3b4 — b2) ^ 2 • 
Using these formulas, we reduce the system (6.26) to 
(6.29) (da2 — За3со) л co1 + (da3 + За2со) л co2 = J(b5 - Ьх) со1 л co2 
(da3 + За2ш) л co1 — (da2 — 3a3co) л co2 = — ̂ (b2 + b4) со1 л co2 
The exterior differentiation of (6.28) yields 
(6.30) (Dz>! + Dfe3) л co1 + (Db2 + Dfe4) л co2 = 
= {ia2(b1 - b5) + fl3(b2 + b4)} со1 л co2 , 
(Db2 + Dfe4) л co1 + (Db3 + Db5) л co2 = 
= {iu3(b1 " b5) - а2(Ь2 + Ь4)} œ1 л ш2 , 
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(3Db2 - Dè4) л co1 + (3Dò3 - Db5) л co2 = 12а3хсох л со2 , 
(3Dft3 ~ Dbi) л со1 + (3Db4 - Db2) л со2 = ~12a2xœ* л со2 
with 
(6.31.) Dbi - àbt - 4b2co , Db2 = dò2 + (bx - 3b3) co , 
Db3 = dfe3 + 2(b2 - b4) co , Db4 = db4 + (3b3 - bs) co , 
Db5 = db5 +4b4co , 
(6.32) x = i(a2 + a2) - i ( ^ + 2b3 + b5) . 
It is easy to see that 
(6.33) dco1 = —со2 л co , áco2 = ct>1 л co , 
(6.34) dû) = -%o>1 л co2 . 
Thus % is the Gauss curvature of the equiaffine metric ds2 from (6.20). Because of 
(6.32) and (6.32), 
(6.35) H:=i(h, + 2b, + bs) 
is an equiaffine invariant of n; let us call it the equiaffine mean curvature. Under 
this notation, the equation (6.32) reads 
(6.36) , x = J + H, 
and it may be called the theorema egregium. 
7. Invariants of elliptic surfaces. There are many ways how to obtain the invariants 
(of order 4) of our surface. One ofthem is to continue the calculations ofthe beginning 
of the last section and to follow the procedure as indicated in the first section. In 
what follows, I am going to explain other possibilities. 
Given an elliptic surface n c Alq, let a field of frames {m; el9 e2, e3} be chosen 
as indicated in Lemma 6.1.Let cie3q be the complexification of Alq, and let us consider 
the frames 
(7.1) v± - a(<?! - ie2) , v2 = oi(et + ie2) , v3 = ße3 
with 
(7.2) ß = 2a2 , ß2 = - і . 
Then 
(7.3) [vu v2, v3] = 1 . 
From (7.1), we have 
(7.4) ex = i a " 1 ^ ! + v2) , e2 = i i f lT 1^ - »2) , e3 = ß~1v3 . 
Further, 
(7.5) ám = T1z;1 + т2^2 
with 
(7.6) T1 - i a " 1 ^ 1 + i O , ^2 = ia-^o) 1 - іш2) . 
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Itis easy to see that 
(7.7) dî^ = x\vx + x\v2 + x
2v3 , dv2 = x\v± + т2у2 + т ^ з ? 
d^3 = Тз^! + x\v2 + Тз̂ з 
with 
(7.8) x\ = i(o>i + a>l) + ii(o>i - a>i) = x\ , 
T2 = £(ші _ ^ ) __ î(caf + co2) = т2 , Тз* = 0 , 
A = ia~xß(col + ia>l) , x\ = ±оГѴ(о>з - і©*). 
Using (6.25), we obtain 
(7.9) x\ = ~oc(a3 + ia2) v1 , т2 = ~-cc(a3 - ia2) x2 , 
x\ = io>, т2 =5 -io>, T3 = 0 . 
Thus we see that the frames {m; vl9 t>2, v3} satisfy (l.2) + (1.3) + (1.5) + (1.14) 
with 
(7.10) Ax = -a(a3 + іл2) , A4 = -cc(a3 - ia2) . 
From (1.17) we get 
(7.11) Bt = iß(b± - 6b3 + b5) - iiß(b2 - b4) , B5 = Bt , 
B2 = iß(bi - b5) - ЩЪ2 + Ь4) , B4 = S2 , 
Я3 = ££(&! + 2fc3 + b5). 
Now, Lemma 1.1 determines the fundamental invariants of a hyperbolic surface. 
We have, see (l.21) + (1.22) and (6.23) + (6.35), 
(7.12) / = AtA4 = ßJ , 
(7.13) h = B3 = -ßH9 
I2 = B2B4 = — ^U2 , /3 = ВХВ5 = — ̂  iJ3 , 
h + i3 = mß*J*> h - i 5 = -kiß3Js 
with 
(7.14) 
Ji = (h - h)2 + 4(b2 + b4y , J3 = (b, - 6b3 + b5f + l6(b2 - bt)
2 , 
J, = (ft» - 6b3 + b5) {(bt - h)
2 - 4(fe2 + fe4)
2} + 16(bt - b5) (Ы - Ы), 
J5 = (b, - 6Z>3 + h)(b, - b5)(b2 + b4) + (b2 - bJ{4(b, + b4)2 - (b, - fcs)2}. 
Blaschke's curvature K from (2.9) is then 
(7.15) K = -iK' 
with 
(7.16) K' = i{(bt + Ьз) (Ьз + bs) - (*2 + M 2} • 
Let us remark that 
(7.17) H2 - K' = ±J2 ^ 0 . 
Proposition 7.1. Lei 7i с Л^, be an elliptic surface, and let {m; eu e2, e3} be afield 
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of associatedframes as described in Lemma 6.1; thefunctions bl9...9b5 let be 
given by (6.28). Then J (6.23), H (6.35) and J 2 , . . . , J5 (7.14) are equiaffine in-
variants of our surface. 
The affine and projective invariants may be determined by using Propositions 3.1 
and 4.1, respectively. 
There is still another way to determine the invariants. Given a function 
(7.18) F = F(a29a39bl9...9b5)9 
then 
f)F dF 5 clF 
(7.19) dF = — (da2 - 3a3co) + (da3 + 3a2œ) + £ — Db4 + Фсо 
да2 да3 i = i дЪг 
with 
(7.20) . # _ З а , ^ - З а а ^ + 4 Ь а І £ + ( З Ь , - Ь 0 ^ Г + 
сш2 ^a3 ^bj_ #Ь2 
A / t , ч dF / т _- ч SF ., 3F 
+ 2(Ь4 - Ь2) — + (Ь5 - ЗЬ3) — - 4Ь4 — , 
О03 о о 4 00 5 
the 1-forms Db | being defined by (6.31). Because of (6.29) + (6.30), the 1-forms; 
da 2 — 3a3œ, da 3 + 3a2oj and Dbt are linear combinations of co1, co2. Thus we get 
Proposition 7.2І Thefunction F (7.18) is an equiaffine invariant of our surface 
if and only if Ф = 0, Ф being defined by (7.20). The condition F = 0 has an equi­
affine signification if and only if Ф = 0 is a consequence of F = 0. 
Let us determine the projective invariants of our surface; the affine case is similar 
and simpler. First of all, let us consider the hyperbolic case. To a surface n c P3^ 
associate frames as described in Lemma 4.1. Especially, we have the equations (4.10). 
After prolongation, we get 
(7.21) DBj, л T1 + DB2 л т2 = ЪА±(В3 - A±A4) т1 л т2 , 
D ß 2 л т1 + DB 3 л т2 = -A^B^ л т2 , 
D ß 3 л т1 + DB 4 л т2 = ААВ2хх л т2 , 
DB 4 л т1 + DB5 л т2 - З і 4 4 0 М 4 - В ^ т 1 л т2 
with 
(7.22) D ß ! - áBt + 2Bi(tS - 2т}) + 4A^ , 
DB 2 = dB2 + 2В2(т° - т\) - 2A&% , 
DB 3 = dB3 + 2Въг°0 - 2x% , 
DB 4 = dB4 + 2В4(т^ + тЇ) - 2Л4т? , 
D ß 5 = dB5 + 2В5(т°0 + 2т}) + 4А*т°2 . 
Consider a function 
(7.23) G = G{Aí9A49Bl9...9B5). 
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= Ě£_ {áAl + Я і ( то _ Зт})} + í £ {dAt + A4fi + 3тШ + 
дА± дАд. 
+ І ^ DB, + у іТ° + y2*î + 4>A + y^2 + *5*S 
i=i 5В£ 
л ^ , л ôG J ß S G > \ т^ЛАх^А^^^У 
^,ги^.АіЕ±\ + фВі^ + Вг^-в.>Л-гві^\ 
\ dA1 *dAJ \ дВх дВ2 *dP* 8B5J 
V ^ - 2 ( 2 A ^ - A ^ , T<-2(A^-*U%)> ^ = 2 ^ ' 3 V дві SBJ V дВ2 дВз/ SB3 
and we easily get 
Proposition 7.3. The function G from (7.23) is a projective invariant of 
a hyperbolic surface if and onlyif Wt = 0; i = 1,..., 5. 
It is just a simple exercise to obtain the elliptic version of this proposition. To do 
that, we have to calculate bu ..., b5 as functions of2? l5..., B5 frotfi (7.11) and a2, аъ 
from (7.10). Further, we define G(AU A4, Bu ...) := F(a2, a3i bi>.-)> and use the 
conditions (7.25). 
8. Characterization of quadratic surfaces. Let n с Аъщ be an elliptic surface satis­
fying an equiaffine condition 
(8.1) F(a2ia3,bu...,b5) = 0. 
In what follows, let us write 
(8.2) R = S 
instead of 
(8.3) R = S + (•) a2 + (•) a3 + (•) b2 + (•) b4 + (.) (bx - 3ř>3) + (.) (bs - 3b,). 
Applying Cartan's lemma to (6.29), we see that 
(8.4) àa2 - 3a3œ = a^œ1 + a22co2 , áa3 + 3a2œ = а31^і + a32co2 
with 
(8.5) «31-^22 = 0 , a2i + a32 = 0 . 
Similarly, from (6.30), 
(8.6) 
db t - 4b2ö> = Ьцсо1 + b12co2 , db2 + (bx - 3b3) со = &2іад* + b22œz , 
db3 + 2(b2 - b4) co = b^co
1 + b32co
2 , db4 + (ЗЬз _ b j ) ^ ^ ^ i + Ь д а а ( 







(8.7) b21 + Ь 4 1 - bí2 - b32 = 0 , b31 + b 5 1 - b22 - b 4 2 = 0 , 
3b 3 1 - b 5 1 - 3b 2 2 + b 4 2 ss 0 , 3ft41 - b 2 1 - 3b32 + fo12 = 0 , 
i.e., 
(8.8) b2í = b12 , b31 s b 2 2 , b 4 1 = b 3 2 , ò 5 1 s b 4 2 . 
From (8.1) we get 
/пгчч 8F л dF л * dF лл_ 
(8.9) da2 + — d a 3 + X ^ r d b i = 0 -da 2 сш3 i=i оЬг 
Let m0 є я be an arbitrary point. There exists a coordinate neighborhood U с я 
of m0 such that the equiaffine metric (6.20) may be written as 
(8.10) ds2 = r 2 (dx 2 + dy2), r = r(x, y) > 0 
in U, i.e., 
(8.11) o)1 = r d x , ö)2 = r d y . 
This and (6.33) yield 
(8.12) co= - r - ^ - d x - - d ^ , 
V ' \dy dx J 
while (8.4) + (8.6) imply 
/o i a \ 5 a 2 3a2 da3 да3 
* ( 8 Л З ) T ~ = r a 2 1 > V " S ™22 , — = ™ 3 1 , — = ™ 3 2 ; 
ox oy ox oy 
Sbi U dbi U • 1 C 
- = ^ i i > — = r b i 2 ; i = i , . . . , 5 . 
dx oy 
Inserting (8.13i_4) into (8.5) we get 
(8.14) ^ 3 _ ^ 0 , ^ + ^ 0 . 
dx dy dx dy 
From (8.7) we conclude 
(8.15) b12 - 3b32 - b21 + 3b 4 1 = 0 , b5l - 3b 3 1 - b 4 2 + 3b 2 2 = 0 ; 
inserting there from (8.13), we obtain 
(8.16) а ( ^ - З Ь з ) дЪг , 3 ^ = 0 ; а(Ь5-ЗЬз) ^4 ! З £ ^ в 0 , 
dj> дх дх дх ду ду 
Let us take into account the condition (8.9). Because of Proposition 7.2, we have 
/0 <n\ dF dF * dF . л , ^ 
(8.17) a 2 a + a 3 a + ^bia==0; a = l , 2 . 
d a 2 tfa3 1=1 obi 
Using (8.5) + (8.8), these equations may be rewritten as 
/0 *n\ dF dF < dF ,. „ , _, v 
(8.18) — д 2 1 + — a22 + ~ ~ ( b n - 3fc31 + 3b2 2) + fc 
d a 2 tfa3 öi?! 
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dF _ dF _ OF . dF . 
+ — b2í + fe22 + — b4l + — b42 = 0 , 
db2 db3 db4 db5 
dF dF dF , dF _ dF 
^22 a 2 1 H ^21 H " 22 H 
da2 da3 dbx db2 db3 
b 4 i + 
dF , dF / , _f . , v 
+ 7Г b*Z + 7 Г ( 6 " - 3b32 + 3b4l) S 0 ÖO4 ť7£75 
and, because of (8.13), we get them in the final form 
(8.19) ÊL
 dJi + ^L fai + E. f
g(^i - зЬз) + 3 0b2^. 
ÔX da2 dx da3 ду db± dy 
+ 
dF db2 dF db2 dF db4 dF db4 л + í. + 1 + i + i = 0 , 
db2 dx db3 dy db4 dx db5 dy 
dF da2 _ dF da2 dF db2 dF_ db2 
da2 dy da3 dx dbt dx db2 dy 
dF db4 dF db4 dF fa(b5 - 3b3) d_kA _ 
db3 dx dbA dy db5 dy dx 
Write 
(8.20) / = (a2, a3, b2, b4, bj - 3b3, b5 - 3b3)
T 
the system (8.14) + ^8.16) + (8.19) is then of the form 
(8.21) s4 У- + Я У- + <g-/ » 0 . 
дх ду 
The symbol of(8.21) being defined by 
(8.22) a(i, tj) = \\s/í + Щ\\ , ({, tj) є U2 , 
it is easy to see that 
(8.23) de t a ({ , r ç )=- ( s 2 + i?2)3> 
with 
(8.24) 3 --
Z -4 -Ц 0 | 
•Ъц n 0 -S, 









^ = ^ - i + 7 7 - ^ Л з = db4 dbs 
dF _ aF _ (dF , , Ö F \ - , 5F S t = Ç + n , S2 = j + 3 — 1 £, + r\ 
dbt db2 \db3 dbJ эь4 
s* = 
Theorem. Let ті <= ^ q be an analytic elliptic surface satisfying the condition 
(8.1). Let 2f in (8.24) vanish if and only if £. = n = 0. Then there are only two 
possibilities: (i) % is (a piece of) a quadratic surface; (ii) the set 
(8.25) N := {m є n; J = J 2 - J 3 - 0 at m} 
consists of isolated points. 
Proof. Let m0eN be not isolated; for the definition of J 2 and J 3 see (7.14), 
J being the Pick invariant. Around m0, take a coordinate neighborhood U as above, 
and considerthe system (8.21). Because of our supposition, it is elliptic, and [10], 
Theorem 5.4.1 impl ies / = 0 on U and, by analyticity, on the whole 7t. Thus J = 0 
on 7u, QED. 
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